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Talking About My Generation:  
the Date of the West Kennet Long Barrow

and contains transepted orthostatic chambers at its 
eastern end. These consist of an end chamber, two 
pairs of opposed chambers, and a passage, principally 
formed by sarsen orthostats (Fig. 1). The passage led 
in from what was originally a concave orthostatic 
forecourt╇やwhichやwasやlaterやinRlledやandやblockedやbyやaや
façadeやofやmonumentalやsarsenやuprightsや〉Piggomやｱｹｶｲ《╆や
Onlyやaやlimleやofやtheやmoundやbehindやtheやchambersやwasや
investigated, revealing a core of small sarsen stones 
piledやonやaやburiedやsoil╇や andやcappedやbyやchalkや rubbleや
〉Piggomやｱｹｶｲ╇やRg╆やｳ《╉やtheやexistenceやofやaやturSineやaboveや

AlexやBayliss╇やAlasdairやWhimleや╄やMichaelやWysocki

Thirty-one radiocarbon results are now available from the West Kennet long barrow, and are 
presented within an interpretive Bayesian statistical framework. Two alternative archaeo-
logical interpretations of the sequence are given, each with a separate Bayesian model. In 
our preferred interpretation, the barrow is seen as a unitary construction (given the lack of 
dating samples from the old ground surface, ditches or constructional features themselves), 
with a series of deposits of human remains made in the chambers following construction. 
Primary deposition in the chambers is followed by further secondary deposition of some 
humanやremains╇やincludingやchildren╇やandやlayersやofやearthやandやchalk╇やtheやlatestやidentiRableや
RndsやinやwhichやareやBeakerやsherds╆やInやtheやBayesianやmodelやforやthisやsequence╇やtheやconstructionや
of the monument at West Kennet, as dated from the primary mortuary deposits, occurred 
in ｳｶｷｰむｳｶｳｵやcal╆やкл, probably in the middle decades of the thirty-seventh century cal. кл. 
The last interments of this initial use of the chambers probably occurred in ｳｶｴｰむｳｶｱｰや
cal. кл╆やTheやdiTerenceやbetweenやtheseやtwoやdistributionsやsuggestsやthatやthisやprimaryやmortu-
ary activity probably continued for only ｱｰむｳｰやyears╆やAWerやaやhiatusやprobablyやlastingやforや
ratherやmoreやthanやaやcentury╇やtheやinRllingやofやtheやchambersやbeganやinやｳｶｲｰむｳｲｴｰやcal╆やкл and 
continued into the second half of the third millennium cal. кл. In an alternative interpreta-
tion, we do not assume that all the people dated from the primary mortuary deposits were 
placedやinやtheやmonumentやinやaやSeshedやorやpartiallyやarticulatedやcondition╉ they could therefore 
have died before the monument was built, although they must have died before the end of 
the formation of the mortuary deposit. In the Bayesian model for this interpretation, the 
monument appears to belong either to the thirty-seventh century cal. кл or the mid-thirty-
sixth century cal. кл, and deposition again appears short-lived, but the model is unstable. 

Resultsやareやdiscussedやinやrelationやtoやtheやsemingやandやsequenceやofやtheやlocalやregion╆や
 

The West Kennet long barrow is one of the best 
knownやprehistoricやReldやmonumentsやinやBritain╆やItやwasや
recognized from at least the time of John Aubrey in 
theやseventeenthやcentury╇やandやwasやpartiallyやexcavatedや
by John Thurnam in the nineteenth century and more 
extensivelyやbyやStuartやPiggomやandやRichardやAtkinsonやinや
theやｱｹｵｰsや〉Thurnamやｱｸｶｰ╉やPiggomやｱｹｶｲ《╆やPositionedやjustや
above the upper Kennet valley in the region around 
Avebury╇や northや Wiltshireや 〉SUや ｱｰｴｶや ｶｷｷｴ╉や ｵｱ┱ｲｴぅｳｱぇや
N╇やｰｱ┱ｵｱぅｰｳぇやW《╇やitやisやtheやlongestやbarrowやinやtheやlocalや
group╆やTheやbarrowやisやSankedやbyやaやditchやonやeachやside╇や
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this sarsen core could suggest that this feature was 
part of an earlier, perhaps free-standing version 
ofや theやmonument╆や Likewise╇や aや kinkや inや theや Sankingや
ditches about a third of the way from the western end, 
identiRedやbyやtheやoriginalやｱｹｵｵやresistivityやsurvey╇やhasや
suggested that the mound may be of more than one 
phaseや〉RichardやBradleyやpers╆やcomm╆╉やMartynやBarberや
pers╆やcomm╆╉やseeやalsoやNorthやｱｹｹｶ╇やRg╆やｲｶ╉やGibsonやｲｰｰｰ《╆や
Neitherやpossibilityやhasやbeenやtestedやbyやexcavationやsinceや
theやｱｹｵｰs╉やmoreやrecentやgeophysicalやsurveyやbyやEnglishや
HeritageやhasやinやfactやfailedやtoやRndやtheやditchやkinkや〉Mar-

tinやｲｰｰｱ《╆やInvestigationやofやlandやsnailsや
from a small part of the buried soil, 
well west of the façade, was carried 
outやbyやJohnやEvansやatやtheやendやofやtheや
ｱｹｶｰsや〉Evansやｱｹｷｲ╇やｲｶｳむｴ《╆

Primary deposits

The monument is thus notable as an 
imposing chambered long barrow, 
generally thought of as part of the 
wider Cotswold transepted type, but 
itやisやalsoやremarkableやforやtheやcontentsや
of its chambers. Thurnam�s investi-
gation came down through the end 
chamber, revealing inhumations, and 
went some way along the passage, 
encountering substantial secondary 
backRll╆や Piggomや andやAtkinson‒sや ex-
cavationsやshowedやsimilarやbackRllやinや
the side chambers, covering further 
primary inhumations. These pri-
mary mortuary deposits consisted of 
skeletalやremainsやofやpeopleやofやallやagesや
andやbothやsexes╇や inやvaryingやstatesやofや
articulation and completeness, as 
wellやasやaやsmallやcremationやdeposit╆やItや
was originally estimated that at least 
ｴｳや individualsや were represented in 
theや primaryや depositsや 〉Piggomや ｱｹｶｲ╇や
ｲｴ╉や butや seeや Wellsや ｱｹｶｲ╇や ｸｰ《╆や Itや wasや
later suggested that these remains 
could be seen as arranged by some 
sort of categorization on the basis of 
ageやandやsex╈やmalesやinやtheやendやcham-
ber, predominantly adults (men and 
women) in the inner side chambers, 
andや juvenileや andや oldや peopleや inや theや
outerやsideやchambersや〉Thomasや╄やWhit-
tleやｱｹｸｶ╇やｱｳｳ《╆やSubsequentやreまanalysisや
hasや shown╇や however╇や thatや Piggom‒sや
original estimate of numbers was too 

high╉やaやbemerやestimateやisやgivenやinやFigureやｲ╇やsuggestingや
thatや ｳｶや individualsや areや representedや inや theや primaryや
depositsや〉Wysockiや╄やWhimleやinやprep╆《╆

Piggomや andや Wellsや arguedや thatや burialや inや theや
chambers╇やfollowingやintermentやorやexposureやelsewhere╇や
wasやunlikelyや〉Piggomやｱｹｶｲ╇やｶｷ《╇やandやseemedやtoやhaveや
envisagedやaやprocessやofやsuccessiveやdepositionやofやSeshedや
orやotherwiseやarticulatedやbodies╇やwithやtheやsubsequentや
removalや ofや certainや bones╇や notablyや skullsや andや longや
bonesや〉Piggomやｱｹｶｲ╇やｶｸ《╆やIncompleteやdisarticulatedやandや
commingledやremainsやwereやthereforeやexplainedやbyやaや

Figure 1. The West Kennet long barrow.
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combinationやofやsuccessiveやintermentやandやsubsequentや
selective abstraction. 

Both the style of the monument and artefacts 
associated with the primary interments suggested a 
dateやinやtheやearlierやpartやofやtheやNeolithicや〉Piggomやｱｹｶｲ╇や
ｷｱ《╆やThatやdateやwasやfurtherやsupportedやwithやthreeやradio-
carbon dates then recently obtained from Windmill 
Hillやcausewayedやenclosureやnearbyや〉Piggomやｱｹｶｲ╇やｷｲ╉や
cf╆やSmithやｱｹｶｵ《╆や

Secondary deposits

Following the active mortuary use of the tomb and 
the partial collapse of sections of internal dry stone 
walling, the contents were sealed beneath deliber-
atelyや introducedやdepositsやofや chalkや rubble╇や earthやandや
sarsenやlumpsやwhichやRlledやtheやchambersやandやpassageや
to the roof. ThisやsecondaryやRll╇やexcavatedやbyやPiggomや
andやAtkinsonやfromやtheやsideやchambersやandやaやportionや
of the passage untouched by Thurnam, contained 
pomeryや sherdsや rangingや inや styleや fromやEbbsSeetやWareや
toやWessexまMiddleやRhineやBeakerやtogetherやwithやmanyや
otherやartefactsや〉leafまshapedやarrowheads╇やSintやscrapersや
andやknives╇やwhetstones╇やbeads╇やboneやscoops╇やpinsやandや
boar‒sやtusks╇やtoやnameやaやfew《╆やItやwasやPiggom‒sやconsideredや
viewやthatやtheやbackRllやrepresentedやmaterialやandやartefactsや
accumulated over a very long period of time elsewhere, 

toやbeやRnallyやdepositedやasやa ceremonialやblockingやofやtheや
monument, in a single act, at a time given by the lat-
estやceramicやstyle╇やBeakerや〉Piggomやｱｹｶｲ╇やｶｸむｷｱ《╆やPiggomや
argued that West Kennet could have been in use as a 
mortuary facility for several hundred years before being 
sealedやoT╆やTheやnotionやthatやmegalithicやchamberedやtombsや
remained open for use over a span of centuries became 
widelyやaccepted╆やThisやviewやwasやlaterやchallenged╇やRrstや
forやWestやKennet╇やwhenやThomasや╄やWhimleや〉ｱｹｸｶ《やsug-
gestedや thatや theや secondaryや Rllや wasやmoreや probablyや aや
much more gradual process of deposition over a long 
periodやofやtime╇やandやthenやbyやSavilleや〉ｱｹｹｰ《やonやtheやbasisや
of radiocarbon dates from Hazleton.

Itやcanやnowやbeやshownやthatやthereやwasやalsoやconsider-
ably more adult and immature human material depos-
itedやinやamongやtheやsecondaryやbackRllやthanやintimatedや
inやPiggom‒sやoriginalやreportや〉seeやbelow《╆やTheseやhumanや
remainsやwereやdispersedやthroughoutやtheやsecondaryやRllや
in loose groups or sub-assemblages and have been 
crucialやtoやthisやdatingやproject╆

Objectives of this study

Further dating of the West Kennet long barrow was 
undertakenやprincipallyやbecauseやofやtheやmethodologicalや
advances in radiocarbon dating and the interpretation 
of radiocarbon dates which have been made in the last 

Figure 2. Revised demographic distribution for the primary deposits.
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decade or so (Bayliss et al. this issue). These develop-
ments provide the potential to produce much more 
preciseやdatingやforやsuchやmonumentsや〉Baylissや╄やBronkや
Ramseyや ｲｰｰｴ╉や Baylissや et al╆や ｱｹｹｷ《╆やAやmoreや detailedや
understanding of the chronology of the Neolithic 
monuments within the Avebury area has also recently 
beenや identiRedや asや aや researchや priorityや inや theやWorldや
HeritageやSiteや〉AAHRGやｲｰｰｱ《╇やoneやwhichやwouldやalsoや
contribute to public understanding and appreciation 
ofやthisやsigniRcantやmonument╆

SpeciRcally╇や theや newや datingや programmeや wasや
designedやtoやaddressやtheやfollowingやobjectives╈
•	 to date the primary construction of the monument 

and╇やifやappropriate╇やtheやsequenceやofやconstruction╉や
•	 to determine the dates of the mortuary deposits 

andやtheirやchronologicalやspan╉
•	 to determine whether there was spatial variation 

in the deposition of human remains within a burial 
chamberやoverやtime╉

•	 to determine whether the mortuary deposits in the 
diTerentやchambersやwereやofやdiTerentやdates╉

•	 to determine whether the articulated burials in the 
primaryやdepositsやwereやofやaやdiTerentやdateやfromやtheや
disarticulatedやmaterial╉

•	 toやclarifyやtheやchronologyやofやtheやsecondaryやRllingや
ofやtheやmonumentやandやtoやestablishやtheやdateやofやRnalや
closure╉

•	 to establish the relative position of West Kennet 
inやtheやtypologicalやsequenceやofやlongやbarrowsや〉Cor-
coranやｱｹｶｹ╉やDarvillやｱｹｸｲ╉やSavilleやｱｹｹｰ《╆

Suchや workや atやWestや Kennetや wasや alsoや timelyや asや theや
detailedやosteologicalやreviewやundertakenやbyやWysockiや
andやWhimleやasやpartやaやwiderやprojectやonやhumanやremainsや
and mortuary processes enabled the strategic selection 
ofやsamplesやfromやspeciRcやindividualsやandやcontexts╆やInや
theやcourseやofやtheやosteologicalやworkやonやWestやKennet╇や
itやsoonやbecameやapparentやthatやthereやwereやsigniRcantや
diTerencesやbetweenやtheやoriginalやreportやandやtheやsur-

vivingやskeletalやarchive╇やandやthatやtheや
publishedやaccountやrequiredやrevision╇や
including of its failure to distinguish 
in some cases between material from 
primaryやandやsecondaryやcontexts╆やFullや
details will be provided elsewhere 
〉Wysockiや╄やWhimleやinやprep╆《╆ This re-
cent study also suggests that there are 
no direct taphonomic traces evident 
toやimplicateやpriorやexposureやorやburialや
elsewhere for any of the material 
fromや theや primaryや deposits╆や Indeed╇や
a number of individuals were clearly 
deposited in an articulated state as 
can be seen from the original plans 

〉Piggomやｱｹｶｲ╇やRg╆やｸ《╆やTheやpamernsやofやdisarticulationや
seen in partially articulated individuals do not con-
formやtoやexpected sequencesやofやligamentやdecomposi-
tionや〉e╆g╆やHaglundやｱｹｹｷa╇b╉やRoksandićやｲｰｰｲ《やandやratherや
suggestや laterやdisturbanceやofやdepositedやskeletonizedや
corpses. 

Sampling

Aやsimulationやofや theや likelyやchronologyやofや theやmonu-
ment was constructed to assess the number of samples 
whichやwouldやbeやrequiredやtoやanswerやtheseやquestionsやtoや
a resolution which would be archaeologically useful 
〉Fig╆やｴ《╆やThisやwasやdoneやusingやtheやRいSimulateやfunctionや
ofやOxCalや 〉versionやｳ╆ｵ《やwithや theやcalibrationやcurveやofや
Stuiverやet al╆や〉ｱｹｹｸ《╇やarchaeologicalやestimatesやforやtheや
likelyやdateやofやtheやmaterialや〉seeやFig╆やｳ《╇やandやestimatedや
error terms for the radiocarbon measurements based 
on the available samples.

Certain types of sample were targeted for dat-
ing╆やInやparticular╇やsamplesやwhichやcouldやnotやbeやfromやaや
secondaryやcontextやwereやpreferred╆やTheやcategoriesやofや
materialやselectedやforやdatingやfromやWestやKennetやwere╈
•	 articulated bone groups which could not have 

beenやdepositedやmoreやthanやaやfewやyearsやorやsoやaWerや
the death of the individual concerned without be-
comingやdisarticulatedや〉Mantやｱｹｸｷ╇やｷｱ╉やRoksandićや
ｲｰｰｲ《╉

•	 bone groups where articulated deposition could be 
inferredやbecauseやofやtheやproportionやofやtheやskeletonや
identiRedやinやtheやarchive╉

•	 disarticulated human remains from individuals 
whoやareやidentiRablyやdistinctやonやtheやbasisやofやosteo-
logical duplications.

All specimens were selected to ensure that each dated 
sample was from a separate individual. This allows 
measurements on the same body to be combined 
before calibration, so that all dates included in the 

Figure 3. Radiocarbon dates for the long barrow obtained in 1984, calibrated 
using the maximum intercept method (Stuiver & Reimer 1986) and data 
from Pearson et al.や〉ｱｹｸｶ《╆やShadedやbarsやrepresentやｶｸゾやconRdenceやintervals╉や
whiteやbarsやindicateやｹｵゾやconRdenceやintervals╆
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models are statistically independent 
〉BronkやRamseyや ｲｰｰｱ╇や ｳｵｷ《╆や Inや addi-
tion, sampling locations on individual 
bones were chosen to avoid any areas 
showing previous use of consolidant 
or adhesives.

The first series of samples 
submimedやfromやWestやKennet╇やinやDe-
cemberやｲｰｰｰ╇やwasやselectedやtoやclarifyや
theや sequenceや ofや construction╇や useや
and disuse of the monument. Once 
these results were received, and a 
preliminary model constructed, fur-
ther samples were selected to resolve 
problemsや raisedや byや theや Rrstや setや ofや
results and address more detailed 
objectives╆や Inや thisや case╇や samplesや ofや
disarticulated human bone from the 
primary mortuary deposits were 
selected to see whether they were of 
diTerentや dateや fromや theや articulatingや
materialやfromやtheやsameやcontexts╆

Unfortunately╇やshortlyやaWerやtheや
second series of measurements had 
been completed, a technical problem 
wasやidentiRedやwithやtheやboneやprepara-
tionやmethodやusedやinやtheやOxfordやLabo-
ratoryや 〉Bronkや Ramseyや et al╆や ｲｰｰｴa╉や
Bayliss et al. this issue). The resolution 
of this problem necessitated a third 
series of replicate samples.

Results

Thirty-one radiocarbon results are 
now available from West Kennet 
〉Tableや ｱ《╆や Theyや comeや fromや ｲｵや dif-
ferentや humanや skeletonsや andや oneや
goatやskeleton╆やNineteenやofやtheやdatedや
individuals come from the primary 
mortuaryやdeposits╆やTheやotherやsixやhu-
man samples and the goat come from 
the secondary deposits.

The results are conventional 
radiocarbonや agesや 〉Stuiverや╄や Polachや
ｱｹｷｷ《╆やTheやcalibratedやdateやrangesやpro-
vided in Table 1 have been calculated 
usingやtheやmaximumやinterceptやmethodや
〉Stuiverや╄やReimerや ｱｹｸｶ《╉や allや otherやdistributionsや areや
basedやonやtheやprobabilityやmethodや〉Stuiverや╄やReimerや
ｱｹｹｳ《╆やAllや resultsやhaveやbeenやcalibratedやusingやOxCalや
〉vｳ╆ｱｰ《や〉BronkやRamseyやｱｹｹｵ╉やｱｹｹｸ╉やｲｰｰｱ《やandやdataやfromや
Reimerやet al╆や〉ｲｰｰｴ《╆

Theや Rrstや fourや samplesや fromや theや Westや Kennetや
longやbarrowやwereやdatedやbyやtheやOxfordやRadiocarbonや
AcceleratorやUnitやinやｱｹｸｴや〉OxAまｴｴｹむOxAまｴｵｱやandやOxAま
ｵｳｶ╉やGillespieやet al╆やｱｹｸｵ╉やGowlemやet al╆やｱｹｸｶa╇b《╆やTheseや
samples were processed and measured according to 

Figure 4. Probability distributions of simulated dates from West Kennet. 
Each distribution represents the relative probability that an event occurs at 
a particular time. For each radiocarbon date, two distributions have been 
plomed╈やoneやinやoutlineやwhichやisやtheやresultやofやsimpleやradiocarbonやcalibration╇や
andやaやsolidやoneやbasedやonやtheやchronologicalやmodelやused╉やtheや】event‒やassociatedや
with, for example, YY, is the growth of the person whose bones were dated. 
The other distributions correspond to aspects of the model. For example, 
the distribution �build�やisやtheやposteriorやdensityやestimateやforやtheやRrstやburialや
activityやonやthisやsite╆やTheやlargeやsquareやbracketsやdownやtheやleWまhandやsideやandやtheや
OxCalやkeywordsやdeRneやtheやoverallやmodelやexactly╆
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Table 1.やRadiocarbonやmeasurementsやfromやtheやWestやKennetやlongやbarrow╆やResultsやdenotedやbyやさやhaveやbeenやundertakenやonやreまpuriRedやgelatinや〉seeやBaylissや
et al. this issue).

Laboratory 
no.

Sample no. and material Radiocarbon 
age (кш)

み13C (�) み15N 
(�)

C:N 
ratio

Weighted 
mean (кш)

Calibrated date 
range (95% 
conRdence《

Posterior density 
estimate (probability)

GrAまｲｳｱｷｸ WKやｲ╇やleWやfemurやfromやchild╇やc.やｳむｴやyears╇や
fromやSEやchamberやprimaryやdeposit
Thisやskeletonやwasやdisarticulatedやbutや
suUcientやmaterialやhasやbeenやrecordedやtoや
strongly suggest that it was articulated 
when deposited.

ｴｸｳｵ┐ｴｵ むｲｱ╆ｶ ｱｰ╆ｷ ｴｸｰｲ┐ｲｹ╉ 
T'や└やｰ╆ｹ╉や
T'〉ｵゾ《や└やｳ╆ｸ╉や
よ = 1

ｳｶｵｰむｳｵｲｰやcal╆やкл 3650�3620 cal. кл (79%) or 
3565�3530 cal. кл (16%)OxAまｱｳｱｷｹさ ｴｷｷｸ┐ｳｸ むｲｰ╆ｸ ｱｱ╆ｰ ｳ╆ｳ

GrAまｲｳｱｷｹ WKやｴ╇やleWやfemurやfromやchild╇やc. 
ｴむｵやyear╇やfromやSEやchamberやprimaryや
deposit
Thisやskeletonやwasやdisarticulatedやbutや
suUcientやmaterialやhasやbeenやrecordedや
to strongly suggest that it was 
articulated when deposited.

ｴｸｵｵ┐ｴｵ むｲｱ╆ｴ ｱｰ╆ｱ ｴｸｱｸ┐ｳｰ╉ 
T' └やｱ╆ｲ╉や
T'〉ｵゾ《や└やｳ╆ｸ╉や
よ = 1

ｳｶｶｰむｳｵｲｰやcal╆やкл 3655�3620 cal. кл (80%) or 
3560�3535 cal. кл (15%)OxAまｱｳｱｸｰさ ｴｷｸｷ┐ｴｱ むｲｱ╆ｱ 8.8 ｳ╆ｳ

OxAまｱｳｲｴｱさ WKやｳ╇やleWやfemurやfromやchild╇やc.やｳ╆ｵむｴ╆ｵや
years╇やfromやSEやchamberやprimaryや
deposit
Thisやskeletonやwasやdisarticulatedやbutや
suUcientやmaterialやhasやbeenやrecordedや
to strongly suggest that it was 
articulated when deposited.

ｴｸｰｶ┐ｳｶ むｲｱ╆ｷ ｹ╆ｵ ｳ╆ｱ ｳｶｶｰむｳｵｲｰやcal╆やкл 3655�3620 cal. кл (79%) or 
3565�3530 cal. кл (16%)

OxAまｱｳｲｰｰさ WKやｱｴ╇やrightやfemurやfromやskeletonやSEや
X╇やadultやfemale╇やSEやchamberやprimaryや
deposit
Recoveredやdisarticulated╇やalthoughやmuchや
ofやtheやskeletonやisやpresentやsuggestingやthatや
the individual was at least partially 
articulated on deposition.

ｴｸｷｲ┐ｳｸ むｲｰ╆ｶ ｹ╆ｴ ｳ╆ｱ ｳｷｱｰむｳｵｴｰやcal╆やкл 3655�3625 cal. кл (81%) or 
3560�3535 cal. кл (14%)

OxAまｱｳｱｹｹさ WKやｱｳ╇やrightやfemurやfromやskeletonやSEや
IX╇やadultやmale╇やSEやchamberやprimaryや
deposit
Recoveredやdisarticulated╇やalthoughやmuchや
ofやtheやskeletonやisやpresent╇やsuggestingやthatや
the individual was at least partially 
articulated on deposition.

ｴｸｸｰ┐ｳｸ むｲｰ╆ｴ ｱｰ╆ｶ ｳ╆ｱ ｳｷｱｰむｳｵｴｰやcal╆やкл 3660�3625 cal. кл (81%) or 
3555�3535 cal. кл (14%)

OxAまｱｳｳｳｱさ WKやｲｳ╇やdisarticulatedやadultやleWやfemurや
fromやSEやchamberやprimaryやdeposit

ｴｷｴｷ┐ｳｷ むｲｱ╆ｱ ｱｰ╆ｴ ｳ╆ｱ ｳｶｴｰむｳｳｷｰやcal╆やкл 3650�3610 cal. кл (79%) or 
3570�3530 cal. кл (16%)

OxAまｱｲｶｵｳ WKやｱｶ╇やrightやscapula╇やpartiallyや
articulatedやskeletonやNWやI╇やadultやmale╇や
NW chamber primary deposit

ｴｸｰｳ┐ｳｲ むｱｹ╆ｶ 11.8 ｳ╆ｳ ｴｸｴｷ┐ｲｷ╉や 
T'や└やｶ╆ｲ╉や 
T'〉ｵゾ《や└やｳ╆ｸ╉や
よ = 1

ｳｶｷｰむｳｵｴｰやcal╆やкл 3655�3625 cal. кл (81%) or 
3555�3535 cal. кл (14%)

GrAまｲｳｱｸｱ ｴｹｵｰ┐ｵｰ まｲｰ╆ｹ

OxAまｵｶｳ replicateやofやOxAまｱｲｶｵｳやandやGrAま
ｲｳｱｸｱ╉やaやlimbやbone1や〉Euやｱ╆ｵ╆ｱｴｲ《

ｴｷｸｰ┐ｹｰ むｱｹ╆ｰ
(assumed)

ｳｷｱｰむｳｳｶｰやcal╆やкл 3655�3615 cal. кл (79%) or 
3570�3530 cal. кл (16%)

OxAまｴｴｹ Euやｱ╆ｵ╆ｱｴｳ╇やparietalやbone╇やfromや
disarticulatedやskullやIIやofやolderやmale╇や
NW chamber primary deposit

ｴｸｲｵ┐ｹｰ むｱｹ╆ｰ
(assumed)

ｳｷｹｰむｳｳｷｰやcal╆やкл 3660�3615 cal. кл (79%) or 
3565�3530 cal. кл (16%)

OxAまｱｲｲｸｳ WKやｲｱ╇やdisarticulatedやadultやrightや
humerus from NW chamber primary 
deposit

ｴｸｳｵ┐ｳｳ むｱｹ╆ｹ ｱｱ╆ｰ ｳ╆ｱ ｳｶｷｰむｳｵｳｰやcal╆やкл 3655�3625 cal. кл (79%) or 
3560�3535 cal. кл (16%)

OxAまｱｳｱｸｸさ WKやｲｲ╇やdisarticulatedやadultやrightや
humerus from NW chamber primary 
deposit

ｴｷｶｷ┐ｳｸ むｲｰ╆ｴ ｹ╆ｴ ｳ╆ｳ ｳｶｵｰむｳｳｷｰやcal╆やкл 3650�3615 cal. кл (79%) or 
3570�3530 cal. кл (16%)

OxAまｴｵｱ ｳｸ╇やleWやfemurやfromやpartiallyや
articulatedやskeletonやIV╇やsubまadultや 
c.やｱｶむｲｰやyears╇やSWやchamberやprimaryや
deposit

ｴｷｸｰ┐ｹｰ むｱｹ╆ｰ
(assumed)

ｳｷｱｰむｳｳｶｰやcal╆やкл 3655�3615 cal. кл (79%) or 
3570�3530 cal. кл (16%)

OxAまｱｳｲｰｱさ WKやｱｵ╇やfootやphalange╇やskeletonや
SWやI╇やsubまadult╇やc.やｱｰむｱｴやyears╇やSWや
chamberやprimaryやdeposit╆やRecoveredや
disarticulated╇やalthoughやsuUcientや
elements survive to suggest that 
the individual was at least partially 
articulated on deposition.

ｴｸｲｷ┐ｳｸ むｲｰ╆ｶ ｹ╆ｵ ｳ╆ｱ ｳｶｷｰむｳｵｲｰやcal╆やкл 3655�3620 cal. кл (80%) or 
3560�3535 cal. кл (15%)
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Laboratory 
no.

Sample no. and material Radiocarbon 
age (кш)

み13C (�) み15N 
(�)

C:N 
ratio

Weighted 
mean (кш)

Calibrated date 
range (95% 
conRdence《

Posterior density 
estimate (probability)

OxAまｱｲｲｸｴ WKやｲｴ╇やdisarticulatedやadultやrightや
humerusやfromやSWやchamberやprimaryや
deposit

ｴｷｹｷ┐ｳｱ むｲｰ╆ｵ ｹ╆ｴ ｳ╆ｱ ｳｶｵｰむｳｵｲｰやcal╆やкл 3650�3620 cal. кл (79%) or 
3565�3530 cal. кл (16%)

OxAまｱｳｳｳｲさ WKやｲｵ╇やdisarticulatedやadultやrightや
humerusやfromやSWやchamberやprimaryや
deposit

ｴｷｹｱ┐ｳｷ むｲｱ╆ｱ ｹ╆ｸ ｳ╆ｱ ｳｶｵｰむｳｳｸｰやcal╆やкл 3655�3615 cal. кл (79%) or 
3565�3530 cal. кл (16%)

OxAまｱｳｱｹｰさ WKやｲｶ╇やdisarticulatedやadultやrightや
humerusやfromやSWやchamberやprimaryや
deposit

ｴｶｸｰ┐ｳｹ むｲｱ╆ｰ 11.8 ｳ╆ｳ ｳｶｳｰむｳｳｶｰやcal╆やкл 3645�3605 cal. кл (80%) or 
3570�3525 cal. кл (15%)

GrAまｲｳｱｸｰ WKやｱｲ╇やrightやfemurやfromやpartiallyや
articulatedやcontractedやskeletonやNEやIII╇や
NEやchamberやprimaryやdeposit

ｴｷｹｰ┐ｵｰ むｲｲ╆ｳ ｱｰ╆ｵ ｴｸｳｸ┐ｲｶ╉や 
T'や└やｱ╆ｳ╉や
T'〉ｵゾ《や└やｳ╆ｸ╉や

ｳｶｶｰむｳｵｳｰやcal╆やкл 3655�3630 cal. кл (81%) or 
3560�3540 cal. кл (14%)OxAまｱｲｶｵｲ ｴｸｵｶ┐ｳｱ むｲｰ╆ｵ ｱｰ╆ｴ ｳ╆ｳ

OxAまｴｵｰ Euやｱ╆ｵ╆ｱｴｰ╇やleWやfemurやfromやarticulatedや
skeletonやII╇やadultやmale╇やNEやchamberや
primary deposit

ｴｷｰｰ┐ｸｰ むｱｹ╆ｰや
(assumed)

ｴｸｰｵ┐ｲｸ╉や 
T'や└やｱ╆ｹ╉や 
T'(5%) =  
ｳ╆ｸ╉やよ = 1

ｳｶｵｰむｳｵｲｰやcal╆やкл 3650�3620 cal. кл (79%) or 
3560�3530 cal. кл (16%)

OxAまｱｲｲｸｲ WKやｲｰ╇やrightやfemur╇やreplicateやofや
OxAまｴｵｰ

ｴｸｱｹ┐ｳｰ むｲｰ╆ｲ ｱｰ╆ｶ ｳ╆ｱ

OxAまｱｳｱｹｸさ WK 11, right femur from partially 
articulatedやskeletonやNEやI╇やadultや
female╇やNEやchamberやprimaryやdeposit

ｴｸｳｸ┐ｳｷ むｲｰ╆ｵ ｹ╆ｶ ｳ╆ｱ ｳｷｰｰむｳｵｳｰやcal╆やкл 3655�3625 cal. кл (80%) or 
3560�3535 cal. кл (15%)

OxAまｱｳｱｸｲさ WKやｶ╇やtibiaやfromやinfant╇やbirthまsixや
months╇やSEやchamberやsecondaryや
deposits╉やfromやaやlargelyやcompleteやsetや
of post-cranial remains, suggesting 
articulation or partial articulation at 
the time of deposition

ｴｴｵｴ┐ｳｴ むｱｹ╆ｳ ｱｱ╆ｰ ｳ╆ｴ ｳｳｴｰむｲｹｲｰやcal╆やкл 3345�3205 cal. кл (88%) or 
3195�3150 cal. кл (7%)

OxAまｱｳｲｴｲさ WKやｷ╇やribやfromやfoetus╇やｵむｷやmonthsやinや
utero╇やSEやchamberやsecondaryやdeposits╉や
fromやaやpartialやskeleton╇やsuggestingや
that it was articulated on deposition

ｴｵｰｶ┐ｳｷ むｲｰ╆ｱ 11.5 ｳ╆ｱ ｳｳｶｰむｳｰｳｰやcal╆やкл 3300�3085 cal. кл (91%) or 
3060�3030 cal. кл (4%)

OxAまｱｳｱｸｴさ WKやｹ╇やtibiaやfromやaやchild╇やc.やｲむｳやyears╇や
fromやSEやchamberやsecondaryやdeposits╉や
fromやaやlargelyやcompleteやskeleton╇や
suggesting articulation on deposition

ｴｴｷｸ┐ｳｷ むｲｱ╆ｲ ｱｰ╆ｸ ｳ╆ｳ ｳｳｶｰむｳｰｲｰやcal╆やкл 3305�3320 cal. кл (95%)

OxAまｱｳｱｸｳさ WK 8, humerus from an infant, 
ｱｲむｱｸやmonths╇やSEやchamberやsecondaryや
deposits╉やfromやaやpartialやskeleton╇や
suggesting that it was articulated on 
deposition

ｴｱｰｳ┐ｳｸ むｲｰ╆ｶ ｱｱ╆ｴ ｳ╆ｴ ｲｸｷｰむｲｴｹｰやcal╆やкл 2875�2800 cal. кл (41%) or 
2780�2595 cal. кл (54%)

OxAまｱｳｱｸｱさ WK 5, rib fragment of infant,  
c.やｱｲむｱｸやmonths╇やSEやchamberや
secondary deposits. From largely 
completeやskeletonやrecoveredやonやtheや
surfaceやofやtheやundisturbedやchalkやofやtheや
secondaryやRlling
Theやcompletenessやofやtheやskeletonや
suggests articulation on deposition.

ｴｱｰｵ┐ｳｵ むｲｰ╆ｵ ｱｴ╆ｰ ｳ╆ｳ ｲｸｷｰむｲｴｹｰやcal╆やкл 2840�2805 cal. кл (4%) or 
2760�2565 cal. кл (87%) or 
2525�2495 cal. кл (4%)

OxAまｱｳｲｴｳさ WKやｱｰ╇やhumerusやfragmentやfromや
infant, c.やｶむｱｰやmonths╇やNEやchamberや
secondary deposits
Mostやofやtheやskeletonやisやpresent╇や
indicating articulation at the time of 
deposition.

ｴｵｸｳ┐ｴｵ むｲｰ╆ｹ ｱｳ╆ｷ ｳ╆ｱ ｳｵｰｰむｳｱｰｰやcal╆やкл 3495�3455 cal. кл (4%) or 
3380�3260 cal. кл (34%) or 
3250�3095 cal. кл (57%)

OxAまｱｳｲｰｲさ WKやｱｷ╇やtibiaや〉Capra sp., male) from 
aやpartiallyやarticulatedやskeleton╇やNWや
chamber secondary deposits

ｳｹｳｴ┐ｳｶ むｲｳ╆ｳ ｵ╆ｴ ｳ╆ｱ ｲｵｶｰむｲｳｰｰやcal╆やкл 2570�2515 cal. кл (20%) or 
2500�2335 cal. кл (75%)

Table 1. (cont.)

methodsやoutlinedやinやGillespieやet al╆や〉ｱｹｸｴ《やandやWandや
et al╆や〉ｱｹｸｴ《╆やTheやseriesやofやsamplesやdatedやatやtheやOxfordや
RadiocarbonやAcceleratorやUnitやinやｲｰｰｱやandやｲｰｰｲやwereや
processed using the gelatinization protocol described 
byやBronkやRamseyやet al╆や〉ｲｰｰｰ《╆やFollowingやtheやdiscov-
ery in the laboratory of a contamination problem 

associated with this method, in eighteen cases the 
contaminated material was re-processed, graphitized 
andやdated╇やasやdescribedやbyやBronkやRamseyやet al╆や〉ｲｰｰｴa《╆や
TheseやresultsやareやdenotedやbyやanやasteriskやinやTableやｱ╆やAllや
theやotherやsamplesやdatedやatやOxfordやwereやprocessedやus-
ingやcollagenやextractionや〉Lawや╄やHedgesやｱｹｸｹ╉やHedgesや
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AlexやBaylissやet al.

et al╆やｱｹｸｹ《╇やfollowedやbyやtheやrevisedやgelatinizationやandや
RltrationやprotocolやdescribedやbyやBronkやRamseyやet al. 
〉ｲｰｰｴa《╇やandやdatedやbyやAMSやasやoutlinedやinやBronkやRam-
sey et al╆や〉ｲｰｰｴb《╆やInやaddition╇やfourやsamplesやofやhumanや
boneやwereやdatedやbyやtheやCentreやofやIsotopeやResearchやatや
theやR`ksuniversiteitやGroningenや inや ｲｰｰｳ╆や Theyやwereや
processedやandやmeasuredやasやdescribedやbyやAertsまB`maや
et al╆や〉ｱｹｹｷ╉やｲｰｰｱ《やandやvanやderやPlichtやet al. 〉ｲｰｰｰ《╆ 

Interpretations

Two alternative chronological models for the West 
Kennetや longやbarrowやareやshownや inやFiguresやｵむｷ╇やandや
Figuresやｸむｱｰ╆

Primary deposits
A schematic representation of the composition of the 
primary deposits of human bone in each chamber is 
givenやinやFigureやｲ╇やtheやresultやofやrecentやreまanalysis╆

Sixや individualsや wereや datedや fromや theや primaryや
deposits in the southeast chamber. Two were dated 
inや replicateや byや diTerentやAMSや laboratories╇や inや eachや
case producing statistically consistent radiocarbon 
measurementsや〉Tableやｱ╇やWKやｲや╄やWKやｴ《╆やAllやthisやma-
terialやwasやdisarticulatedやbutや thereやwereや suUcientlyや
abundant ribs, vertebrae, hand and foot bones assign-

ableやtoやRveやofやtheseやindividualsやtoやstronglyやsuggestや
that they were probably in an articulated or partially 
articulatedやstateやwhenやdeposited╆やTheやsixthやindividualや
is represented by a disarticulated adult femur, and so 
we have no evidence whether this body was originally 
deposited articulated. From the published site pho-
tographs, it seems that this material, much of which 
appears to have been originally deposited in at least 
partialやarticulation╇やwasやsubsequentlyやdisturbedやandや
scameredやaboutやtheやchamber╆やConsequently╇やthereやareや
no certain stratigraphic relationships between the 
dated individuals in this chamber although some of 
the adult bones were recorded overlying some of the 
immatureやmaterialや〉seeやPiggomやｱｹｶｲ╇やpl╆やXVI《╆

Five individuals have been dated from the 
primary deposits in the northwest chamber. Two 
statistically inconsistent radiocarbon results (Table 1) 
have been obtained on the scapula from the partially 
articulatedやindividualやNWやIや〉Tableやｱ╇やWKｱｶ《╇やalthoughや
theやdiTerenceやbetweenやtheやtwoやmeasurementsやisやsuf-
Rcientlyやsmallやtoやsuggestやthatやoneやmayやsimplyやbeやaやsta-
tistical outlier. Therefore the measurements have been 
combined before calibration. Four other disarticulated 
bones were dated. Two right humeri, which on mor-
phometricやgroundsやdoやnotやbelongやtoやNWやI╇やcertainlyや
representやtwoやmoreやindividuals╆やItやisやlessやclearやwhetherや
theやtwoやsamplesやdatedやinやｱｹｸｴやrepresentやanotherやtwoや
people╆やTheやskullや 〉NWやII╉やOxAまｴｴｹ《や isやcertainlyやnotや
partやofやNWやIや〉whichやhasやaやperfectlyやgoodやskullやofやitsや
own‶《╆や Theや limbや boneや 〉OxAまｵｶｳ《╇や originallyや tenta-
tivelyやamributedやtoやNWやIやonやspatialやgroundsや〉Wellsや
ｱｹｶｲ╇やｷｹ《╇やwasやprobablyやnotやfromやthatやindividual╇やonや
morphometricやgrounds╆やEitherやofやtheseやtwoやsamples╇や
however, might be from one of the individuals whose 
right humerus has been dated. 

Five individuals have also been dated from the 
primaryやdepositsやinやtheやsouthwestやchamber╆やAやleWやfe-
mur was dated from a partially articulated sub-adult 
〉SWやIV╉やOxAまｴｵｱ《╇やandやaやfootやphalangeやfromやaやsecondや
subまadultやwasやalsoやdatedや〉SWやI╉やOxAまｱｳｲｰｱ《╆やSuUcientや
elementsやfromやthisやskeletonやwereやrecoveredやtoやsuggestや
that it was at least partially articulated on deposition, 
although the remains were recovered disarticulated. 
Samplesや fromや threeや rightや humeriや representや threeや
adults. These bones were recovered disarticulated, 
andやitや isやdiUcultやreliablyやtoやassignやfurtherやbonesやtoや
theseやindividuals╆やConsequently╇やweやhaveやnoやevidenceや
onやwhetherやtheseやskeletonsやwereやoriginallyやdepositedや
in articulation.

Five radiocarbon results are available from three 
atやleastやpartiallyやarticulatedやskeletonsやinやtheやnortheastや
chamber. Two were dated in replicate, in each case 
producing statistically consistent radiocarbon meas-

Figure 5. Summary of prior information incorporated in 
the chronological model shown in Figures 6 and 7. The 
stratigraphic relationships between samples are shown 
withやtheやearliestやatやtheやbomom╇やandやtheやsolidやbarsやdownや
the right-hand side represent uniformly distributed 
phases of activity.
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urementsや〉Tableやｱ╇やWKｱｲや╄やWKやｲｰ《╆やPiggomや〉ｱｹｶｲ╇やｲｵ《や
statesやclearlyやthatやburialやNEやIIやpartlyやoverlayやburialやNEや
III╆やHowever╇や theやpublishedやphotographicや evidenceや
〉Piggomやｱｹｶｲ╇やpls╆やXVa╇やXVb《や suggestsや theやoppositeや
relationship╆や Itや isや thisや lamerや sequenceや thatやhasやbeenや
incorporated in the chronological model, because 
thereやisやlimleやevidence╇やasやfarやasやoneやcanやtellやfromやtheや
photographs╇やofやanyやhumanやremainsやbeingやstratiRedや
beneathやNEやII╆やTheやelementsやtoやtheやsouthwestやofやNEやII‒sや
skullやareやtooやsmallやtoやbeやtheやbonesやthatやWellsやreportsや
andやthatやweやhaveやidentiRedやasやbelongingやtoやNEやIII╆や

 No samples were dated from the west chamber. 
MaterialやalmostやcertainlyやfromやtheやThurnamやexcava-
tions of this chamber does survive, having been re-
coveredやfromやThurnam‒sやspoilやheapやinやtheやexcavationや
ofやtheやｱｹｵｰsや〉Wysockiや╄やWhimleやinやprep╆《╇やbutやgivenや
this history and its scarcity, it was decided not to use 
it in this programme. Four male crania (recently re-
examinedやandやconRrmedやasやsuchやbyやWysocki《やfromや
thisやchamberやareやalsoやextantやasやpartやofやtheやThurnamや
collection╆や Theseや haveや allや hadや extensiveや varnishingや
andやreconstructiveやworkやandやareやquiteやunsuitableやforや
radiocarbon dating.

Secondary deposits
Numerous sub-assemblages containing immature hu-
manやbone╇やanimalやboneやfragments╇やpiecesやandやSecksや
ofやcharcoal╇やroughやSintやSakesやorやsmallやpotsherdsやandや
whiteやpowderedやchalkやorやlargerやchalkやclastsやandやac-
cretions were found in the archive labelled as com-
ingやfromやtheやsecondaryやRllやdeposits╆や Inやotherやcases╇や
where labelling was absent or uninformative, such 
sub-assemblages still contained fragmentary animal, 
Sint╇や chalk╇ ceramic and carbonized material, again 
indicatingやaやsecondaryやRllやdeposit╆やFurthermore╇やbonesや
inやtheseやassemblagesやwereやstainedやwithやaやRneやwhiteや
chalkyやsoil╇やwhereasやboneやfromやtheやprimaryやdepos-
itsやwasやconsistentlyやstainedやwithやaやdarkやbrownやsoil╆や
Consequentlyや itやwasやpossibleや toやallocateやunlabelledや
or poorly labelled sub-assemblages to either primary 
orやsecondaryやcontexts╆やItやisやclearやthatやaやconsiderableや
amountやofやhumanやmaterialやfromやtheやsecondaryやRllやwasや
neverやreported╇やorやonlyやpartiallyやreportedやbyやPiggomや
andやcolleagues╆やInやtheやcaseやofやtheやsoutheastやchamber╇や
material from both primary and secondary deposits 
wasやreportedやbyやWellsや〉ｱｹｶｲ《やwithoutやmakingやanyやdis-
tinctionやbetweenやtheやtwoやcontextsや〉i╆e╆やasやifやallやremainsや
came from the primary deposits).

TheやremainsやofやRveやinfantsやfromやtheやsecondaryや
Rllingや ofや theや southeastや chamberや haveや beenや dated╆や
Onlyや limitedや contextualや informationや accompaniedや
theやskeletalやarchive╇やbutやmostやprobablyやtheやearliestやofや
theseやburialsやisやWKやｶや〉OxAまｱｳｱｸｲ《╆やThisやwasやlabelledや

asやcomingや】fromやdarkやrubbleやｴ‒やbelowやdatum‒╇やappar-
entlyやequivalentや toや layerやｱｰや 〉Piggomやｱｹｶｲ╇やｲｶむｷ╇やRg╆や
ｹ《╆やWKやｷ╇やWKやｸやandやWKやｹや〉OxAまｱｳｲｴｲ╇やOxAまｱｳｱｸｳ╇や
andやOxAまｱｳｱｸｴ《やareやlikelyやtoやbeやstratigraphicallyやlaterや
thanやthis╇やfromやwithinやlayerやｲ╆やOfやthese╇やWKやｸや〉OxAま
ｱｳｱｸｳ《やmayやbeやtheやlatestやasやitやisやlikelyやtoやbeやfromやtheや
upperやpartやofやlayerやｲ╇やbecauseやtheやlabellingやsaysやthatやitや
is �from above the dry stone walling of the northwest 
corner of the southeast chamber�. The precise locations 
ofやWKやｷやandやWKやｹ╇やhowever╇やareやnotやknownやandやsoや
this relationship is not included in the chronological 
model╆やWKやｵや〉OxAまｱｳｱｸｱ《や isや theやlatestやofや theやdatedや
samples in this chamber, coming �from the surface 
ofや theやundisturbedやchalk‒╇やequivalentや toや theやsurfaceや
ofやlayerやｲ╆

Aや substantiallyや completeや skeletonやofや anや infantや
providedやtheやsingleやsampleやfromやtheやsecondaryやRllやofや
theやnortheastやchamberや〉WKやｱｰ╇やOxAまｱｳｲｴｳ《╆やThisやcameや
fromやaやcontextやlabelledやsimplyやasや】upperやlayer‒╆

A largely complete, and partially articulated, 
goatやskeletonやfromやtheやmiddleやorやupperやpartやofやlayerや
ｳやinやtheやnorthwestやchamberや〉Piggomやｱｹｶｲ╇やRg╆やｹ╉やWKや
ｱｷ╇やOxAまｱｳｲｰｲ《や providesや theやRnalや sampleや fromや theや
secondaryやRlls╆

Results from chronological modelling
Theやmodelや shownや inやFiguresやｶや andやｷや suggestsや thatや
the construction of the transepted monument at West 
Kennet, as dated from the primary mortuary depos-
its, occurred in 3670�3635 cal. кл (81% probability) or 
3575�3545 cal. кл (14% probability╈やstart primary). The 
last interments of this initial use of the burial cham-
bers occurred in 3640�3610 cal. кл (77% probability) or 
3550�3520 cal. кл (18% probability╈ end primary). The 
diTerenceやbetweenやtheseやtwoやdistributionsやsuggestsや
that this primary mortuary activity continued for 

Table 2. Posterior density estimates for the dates of archaeological 
events and the duration of activities at West Kennet, derived from the 
model described in Figures 5�7.

Model 1 (Figs. 5�7)

Distribution Posterior density 
estimate (68% 
probability)

Posterior density estimate 
(95% probability)

start primary 3655�3635 cal. кл 3670�3635 cal. кл (81%) or 
3575�3545 cal. кл (14%)

end primary 3635�3615 cal. кл 3640�3610 cal. кл (77%) or 
3550�3520 cal. кл (18%)

startやinRll 3510�3295 cal. кл 3620�3240 cal. кл
endやinRll 2475�2225 cal. кл 2545�2065 cal. кл
primary_use 10�30 years 1�55 years (94%) or  

115�140 years (1%)

abandonment 95�320 years 1�375 years

inRll 895�1235 years 775�1420 years
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only 10�30 years (68% probability), 
1�55 years (94% probability) or 115�140 
years (1% probability╈ primary use) (see 
alsoやTableやｲ《╆

The short duration of the pri-
mary mortuary activity at West 
Kennetや wasや notや anticipated╆や Usingや
radiocarbon dating, it is not possible 
to distinguish any chronological 
variation in the spatial distribution of 
corpses within chambers, or between 
chambers, when the actual duration 
of the activity was so short.

The radiocarbon determinations 
onやallやｱｹやdatedやindividualsやfromやtheや
primary mortuary deposit are statis-
tically consistent (T'や└やｲｶ╆ｴ╉やT'(5%) = 
ｲｸ╆ｹ╉やよや └やｱｸ《や 〉Wardや╄やWilsonやｱｹｷｸ《╆や
This means that all these individuals 
could have died at the same time, 
although they do not have to be pre-
ciselyやcontemporary╆やItやisやlikely╇やhow-
ever, that they are all close in date. 

The chronological model shown 
inやFiguresやｶやandやｷやshowsやgoodやoverallや
agreement (Aoverall └やｱｲｲ╆ｷゾ《╇やasや theや
radiocarbon dates are consistent with 
the interpretation, included in the 
model, that none of the disarticulated 
material was residual or ancestral. 
Givenやthatやtheやradiocarbonやmeasure-
ments from these deposits form such 
a coherent group, if the disarticulated 
samples were ancestral by even one 
or two generations, the model would 
probably show poor agreement (see 
below for further discussion of this 
point). The model shown also has 
goodや convergenceや 〉Bronkや Ramseyや
ｱｹｹｵ╉や andや seeや Baylissや et al. this is-
sue).ｲ 

Once the primary mortuary 
depositionやhadやRnished╇やthereやseemsや
to have been a hiatus before the 
secondary accumulation of deposits 
within the chambers began. This 
hiatus probably lasted for rather more 

Figure 6. Probability distributions of dates from West Kennet, with 
all burials in the primary mortuary deposits interpreted as freshly dead 
individuals. The format is identical to that in Figure 4. The large square 
bracketsやdownやtheやleWまhandやsideやandやtheやOxCalやkeywordsやdeRneやtheやoverallや
model exactly.

Figure 7. Probability distributions 
of the number of years during which 
various activities occurred in the West 
Kennet long barrow, derived from the 
model shown in Figure 5.
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thanやaやcenturyや〉Figs╆やｶや╄やｹ╈やabandonment). According to 
theやmodelやshownやinやFiguresやｵやandやｶ╇やtheやinRllingやofやtheや
chambers began in 3620�3240 cal. кл (95% probability╈ 
startやinRll), and continued into the second half of the 
third millennium cal. клや 〉Fig╆や ｶ╈や endや inRll). Overall 
theやinRllingやofやtheやchambersやtookやaroundやaやthousandや
yearsや 〉Fig╆や ｶ╈や inRll). We discuss the archaeological 
signiRcanceやofやtheseやissuesやfurtherやbelow╆

An alternative model for the chronology of the 
monumentやisやshownやinやFiguresやｸむｱｰ╆やInやthisやcase╇やweや
have not assumed that all the people dated from the 
primary mortuary deposits were placed in the monu-
mentや inやaやSeshedやorやpartiallyやarticulatedやcondition╆ 
They could therefore have died before the monument 
was built, although they must have died before the end 
of the formation of the mortuary deposit (Fig. 8). This 
interpretation is included in the second model (Figs. 
ｹや╄やｱｰ《╇やwhichや alsoや showsやgoodやoverallや agreementや
(Aoverall └やｸｳ╆ｱゾ《╆やThisやmodelやhasやpoorやconvergence╇や
howeverや〉BronkやRamseyやｱｹｹｵ╇やｴｲｹ《╆やThisやmeansやthatやitや
is unstable and does not produce consistent results.

This can be illustrated by more detailed consid-
eration of the posterior density estimate for the start 
of deposition of the primary burials in the chambers 
(start primary╈や Fig╆や ｹ《╆や Thisや distributionや isや biまmodalや
because of the strong �wiggle� in the calibration curve 
betweenや ｳｶｲｰや andや ｳｵｴｰや cal╆や клや 〉Reimerや et al╆や ｲｰｰｴ╉や
Bayliss et al╆やthisやissue╇やp╆やｱｸ╇やRg╆やｱｸ《╆やTheやproblemやisや
thatやtheやMCMCやsamplerやtendsやtoやgetやtrappedやonやoneや
ofやtheやpeaks╇やandやsoやisやnotやableやtoやconsiderやadequatelyや
the possibility that the actual date of the distribution 
liesやonやtheやotherやpeak╆やThisやisやillustratedやinやFigureやｱｱ╇や
where the sampler has become trapped in the earlier 
part of the thirty-seventh century cal. кл, even though 
itやisやmoreやlikelyやthatやstart primary really dates to the 
laterやpeakやcentringやonやtheやｳｵｵｰs╆

Forやthisやreason╇やitやisやnotやvalidやtoやquoteやtheやpos-
terior density estimates derived from this alternative 
model╆や Forや example╇や theや relativeや probabilitiesや thatや
start primaryやfallsやonやtheやearlierやpeakやinやtheやmidまthirtyま
seventhやcenturyやorやonやtheやlaterやpeakやinやtheやmidまthirtyま
sixthやcenturyやvaryやsigniRcantlyやbetweenやrunsやofやtheや
model. Consistently, however, this interpretation of 
the primary deposits at West Kennet favours the later 
peak╇やandやagainやaやveryやshortや spanやofやuseや isやalwaysや
preferred.ｳ

We believe on archaeological and osteological 
grounds (discussed above with reference to the prob-
able absence of secondary rites) that, of these two 
models╇やtheやRrstやisやtheやmoreやplausible╆ Missingやbonesや
and disarticulation are the only reasons for supposing 
that there could have been secondary burial at West 
Kennet, but it is clear that disarticulation is the result 

at least in part of movement of material around the 
chambers, as seen in the rearrangement of material 
in the northwest chamber (e.g. caches of vertebrae╈や
Piggomや ｱｹｶｲ╇や Rg╆や ｸ《╆ Itや isや alsoや clearや thatや thereや areや aや
numberや ofや possibleや postまdepositional╇や excavationalや
andやpostまexcavationalやfactorsやthatやcouldやalsoやaccountや
forやmissingやbonesや〉Wysockiや╄やWhimleやinやprep╆《╆やWeや
canやnoteやthatやPiggomや〉ｱｹｶｲ╇やｶｷ《やalsoやthoughtやsecondaryや
burialやunlikelyやhere╆や

Discussion

The dating programme at West Kennet was slightly 
more limited than those for Hazleton long cairn and 
theや AscomまunderまWychwood╇や Fussell‒sや Lodgeや andや
Wayland‒sや Smithyや longや barrows╇や reportedや inや thisや
series, for which samples constraining the construc-
tions were available. An archaeologically more reliable 
modelやforやWestやKennetやwouldやrequireやsamplesやfromや
aやwiderやrangeやofやcontexts╇や includingやtheやburiedやsoilや
underlying the barrow, the primary sarsen core and 

Figure 8. Summary of prior information incorporated 
in the chronological model shown in Figures 9 and 10. 
The stratigraphic relationships between samples are 
shownやwithやtheやearliestやatやtheやbomom╇やandやtheやsolidやbarsや
down the right-hand side represent uniformly distributed 
phases of activity.
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theやRllsやofやtheやSankingやditches╆やThoseや
contextsやhaveやalreadyやbeenやexcavatedや
onや aや smallや scaleや 〉Piggomや ｱｹｶｲ《や andや
itやwouldやnotやrequireやgreatやeTortやforや
suchやtrenchesやtoやbeやreまopenedやorやex-
tended at some point in the future. 

Theや qualiRcationsや mustや there-
fore be stressed that the dates ob-
tained here are termini ante quos for 
the construction of the monument, 
in the form that encompassed the 
chambers, and that we are assuming 
that bodies were deposited in the 
chambers as soon as or very soon 
aWerやthoseやhadやbeenやconstructed╆やWeや
cannot discount the possibility that 
the monument began with a smaller 
constructionや〉asやatやWayland‒sやSmithy《╇や
as already noted above, nor entirely 
disprove the possibility that other 
bodies or human remains had earlier 
been deposited in the chambers but 
hadやbeenや subsequentlyや clearedやout╆や
However, it is demonstrated above 
that there is no support for the dis-
articulated remains here being any 
older than the articulated, or partially 
articulated, remains.

On the basis of the main model 
presented above, we can now date 
the construction of the monument 
to the middle decades of the thirty-
seventh century cal. кл (3670�3635 
cal. кл at 81% probability). There is, 
however, some possibility that the 
monument was actually built in the 
secondや quarterや ofや theや thirtyまsixthや
century cal. кл (3575�3745 cal. кл at 
14% probability). We believe that the 
alternative model, which perhaps 
favours this later construction date, is 
less plausible on archaeological and 
osteological grounds. Compared with 
whatやhasやbeenやsoやoWenやsuggestedやinや
the literature, the results suggest a 
surprisingly short span of primary 
use (10�30 years at 68% probability or 

Figure 9. Probability distributions of dates from West Kennet, following 
an alternative model, with disarticulated single bones from the primary 
mortuary deposits interpreted as potential older, secondary depositions. The 
format is identical to that in Figure 4, with the convergence for each posterior 
density estimate given in square brackets. The large square brackets down the 
leWまhandやsideやandやtheやOxCalやkeywordsやdeRneやtheやoverallやmodelやexactly╆

Figure 10. Probability distributions 
of the number of years during which 
various activities occurred in the West 
Kennet long barrow, derived from the 
model shown in Figure 8.
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ｱむｵｵや yearsや atや ｹｴゾやprobability╈や primaryやuse). That our 
amentionやnowやneedsやtoやbeやgivenやtoやtheやchangingやmind-
sets of particular people in particular places and times 
is reinforced by the succeeding gap of rather more 
than a century (abandonment《╉やtheやintensiveやactivityやofや
peopleやinやperhapsやtheやｳｶｴｰsやorやｳｶｳｰsやisやhighlightedやbyや
the inactivity � at least in this domain � of their suc-
cessors. This model contrasts now rather strongly with 
theやviewやofやPiggomや〉ｱｹｶｲ《やthatやtheやprimaryやphaseやofやtheや
monument lasted some centuries, and was followed 
byやaやlongやhiatusやbeforeやtheやeventualやsupposedやquickや
secondary deposition. One further clue to the real-
ity of an abandonment may be found in the signs of 
decay, represented by the partial collapse of portions 
ofや theやdrystoneやwallingやandやblockingや〉Piggomやｱｹｶｲ╇や
ｲｶむｹ《╇やwhichやtookやplaceやbeforeやtheやintroductionやofやtheや
secondary deposits. By this stage, this was a monu-
ment whose fabric and contents were no longer at the 
forefront of people�s minds, or no longer accessible.

ThoughやthisやaccountやhasやdiTeredや inやmanyや im-
portantやdetailsやfromやthatやofやStuartやPiggom╇やitやisやworthや
stressingやthatやtheやrecentやworkやwasやonlyやpossibleやthanksや
toやtheやqualityやofやtheやexcavationsやatやWestやKennet╆やWeや
can note also that, in terms of the total duration of 
theや monument╇や Piggom‒sや Rnalや verdictや onや timespanや
was surprisingly good in an era when radiocarbon 
dating had scarcely been established, since he ended 
his report by stating that �it seems unavoidable that 
the use of the West Kennet tomb, from building to 
Rnalやblocking╇やcanやhardlyやhaveやspannedやlessやthanやaや
millennium‒や〉ｱｹｶｲ╇やｷｸ《╆

Weやwillやtakeやtheやlaterやhistoryやofやtheやmonumentや
Rrst╆やTheやresultsやpresentedやhereやstronglyやsuggestやthatや
Piggom‒sやinterpretationやofやtheやsecondaryやdepositsやasや
theやresultやofやaやsingle╇やRnalやactやasやtheやculminationやofや
a long history is incorrect. The dates now available 
indicate gradual deposition, over a period of centu-
ries (inRll《╆やIfやallやtheやmaterialやhadやbeenやaccumulatedや
elsewhere (even if only in the forecourt) over a long 
periodやofやtimeやandやthenやhadやbeenやdepositedやquicklyや
inや theやchambersやandやpassage╇やweやwouldやnotやexpectや
theやchronologicallyやcoherentや stratigraphicや sequenceや
demonstratedやinやFigureやｶ╆やOneやcouldやexpect╇やonやPig-
gom‒sやmodel╇やtoやRndやlatestやmaterialやatやtheやbaseやofやtheや
inRll╆やTheやresultsやsupportやtheやalternativeやmodelやsug-
gestedやbyやThomasや╄やWhimleや〉ｱｹｸｶ《╇やthoughやitやisやworthや
pointing out again that an archaeologically more 
reliableやmodelやinやthisやinstanceやwouldやhaveやrequiredや
moreやsamplesやfromやmoreやcontextsや inやtheやchambers╆
Theやdepositsや inや questionや areや notや nowや availableや forや
further investigation. Future research here, however, 
couldやexploitやtheやdatingやpossibilitiesやofやsherdsやwithや
organic residues and of calcined bone. The claim for 

aやchronologicallyやcoherentやstratigraphicやsequenceやinや
the secondary deposits recalls the suggestion by Hum-
phreyやCaseや 〉ｱｹｹｵ╇や ｱｱ《や thatや theseや hadや beenや insertedや
fromやabove╇やaWerやtheやpartialやremovalやofやtheやcapstones╆や
This is further supported by the observation that 
chamberやentranceやblockingやstonesや inや theや southwestや
chamber had collapsed on to the primary deposits 
and were overlain by the earliest layers of secondary 
inRllや〉Piggomやｱｹｶｲ╇やｲｶ╉やFig╆やｹ《╆やThisやsmallやdetailやmayや
also give us cause to consider the nature of the hiatus 
orやabandonment╆や Itや isやclearや thatや theやblockingやofや theや
entrancesやtoやtheやindividualやchambersやtookやplaceやbeforeや
inRlling╆やTheやcollapseやofやaやportionやofやthisやblockingやinや
the southwest chamber suggests the passage of some 
time╆やItやisやpossibleやthatやtheやblockingやofやtheやentrancesや
toや theや chambersや tookやplaceや atや theやbeginningやofや theや
periodやofやabandonment╇やshortlyやaWerやtheやlastやprimaryや
intermentsやhadやbeenやdeposited╆やRatherやthanやabandon-
ment in the sense of an unplanned retreat in the face of 
contrary circumstances, there may have been a more 
formal or deliberate closure, perhaps also involving 
theやerectionやofやtheやblockingやsarsensやinやtheやforecourt╆

Lookingやbeyondやtheやmonumentやitself╇やtheやlaterや
partsやofや theや localや sequenceやwereや ratherや impreciselyや
deRnedや aWerや Reldworkや undertakenや betweenや ｱｹｸｷや
andやｱｹｹｳや〉Whimleやｱｹｹｳ╉やｱｹｹｴ╉やｱｹｹｷ《╇やandやlimleやfurtherや
precisionやhasやbeenやgainedやsinceやthenや〉Pollardや╄やRey-
noldsやｲｰｰｲ╉やGillingsや╄やPollardやｲｰｰｴ╉やPimsやｲｰｰｱ《╆やWeや
areやstillやunsureやofやtheやdatesやofやtheやmajorやmonumentsや
ofやAveburyやandやSilburyやHill╇やthoughやprogrammesやareや
underwayやtoやrectifyやthis╉やandやtheやspreadやofやdatesやfromや
theやWestやKennetやpalisadeやenclosuresや 〉Whimleやｱｹｹｷ《や
remainsやratherやalarming╆やIfやtheやprocessやofやsecondaryや
inRllingやatやtheやWestやKennetやlongやbarrowやlastedやsomeや
centuries╇やitやmayやhaveやrunやfromやbeforeやtheやmajorやearth-
workやenterprisesやofやtheやLateやNeolithicやtoやsomeやpointや
during their development. The latest date achieved in 
the current programme at West Kennet long barrow is 
aやlimleやbeforeやｲｴｰｰやcal╆やкл, although this sample may 
well not represent the latest activity in the process of 
secondaryやRlling╆やTheやposteriorやdensityやestimateやforや
theやarticulatedやgoatやskeletonやinやtheやmiddleやorやupperや
partやofやlayerやｳやinやtheやNWやchamberやofやtheやsecondaryや
inRllingやisや2570�2515 cal. кл (20% probability) or 2500�
2335 cal. клや〉ｷｵゾやprobability╉やOxAまｱｳｲｰｲ《╉やtheやsoutheastや
chamberや〉onやtheやbasisやofやOxAまｱｳｱｸｱ╇やaやlargelyやcom-
pleteやinfantやfromやtheやsurfaceやofやtheやsecondaryやRlling《や
mayやhaveやbeenやRlledやearlierやinやtheやthirdやmillenniumや
cal. кл. The date from the goat is not inconsistent 
with the currency of Beakersやnationallyやbut╇やgivenやtheや
continuingやuncertaintiesやaboutやBeakerやsequencesやandや
chronologyや〉e╆g╆やCaseやｱｹｹｳ《╇やweやneedやtoやkeepやanやopenや
mindやonやdetails╉やand╇やasやnotedやabove╇やtheやdateやofやtheや
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RnalやinRllingやhereやcouldやinやfactやbeやaやlimleやlaterやthanや
theやdeathやofや theやgoat╆やAやmoreや siteまspeciRcやquestionや
remains the source of the main material constituting 
theやsecondaryやRllやitself╆やLaterやmaterialやcouldやbeやenvis-
aged as coming from any number of constructions, but 
there are few if any signs of activity at monuments in 
theやareaやwhenやtheやprocessやofやsecondaryやRllingやbegan╆や
RatherやthanやPiggom‒sやsuggestedやsingleやsource╇やweやmayや
haveやtoやthinkやofやaやnumberやofやotherやplacesやfromやwhichや
this material could have been drawn.

TurningやbackやRnallyやtoやtheやearlyやhistoryやofやtheや
WestやKennetやlongやbarrowやinやitsやregionalやcontext╇やtheや
resultsや presentedや hereや provideや aや Rrstや opportunityや
to reconsider the chronology of the early part of the 
Neolithicや inや theや localや region╆やAや seriesや ofや sixや ratherや
broadlyや deRnedや phasesや wereや proposedや byやWhimleや
aWerや theや Reldworkや ofや ｱｹｸｷむｹｳや 〉Whimleや ｱｹｹｳ╉や ｱｹｹｴ╇や
tableやｷ《╆やToやPhaseやAや〉ｵｴｵｰむｵｱｵｰやкш, c.やｴｳｰｰむｳｹｵｰやcal╆や
кл《やwereやtentativelyやassignedやtheやRrstやbeginningsやandや
clearances╇やandやtoやPhaseやBや〉ｵｱｵｰむｴｸｵｰやкш, c. ｳｹｵｰむｳｶｵｰや
cal. кл《やsomeやmoreやsignsやofやoccupationやandやtheやRrstや
barrows╆やInやPhaseやCや〉ｴｸｵｰむｴｵｵｰやкш, c.やｳｶｵｰむｳｳｵｰやcal╆やкл) 
came more evidence for clearance and occupation in 
theやformやofやlithicやscamersやandやsmallやpitやgroups╇やlargerや
and more elaborate barrows, and the appearance of 
causewayedや enclosures╆や Thisや kindや ofや schemeや wasや

laterやextendedやtoやotherやriverやvalleysや
inやcentralまsouthernやEnglandや〉Barclayや
ｲｰｰｰ╉や ｲｰｰｶ《╆や Theや suggestedや phasesや
for the Avebury area now seem too 
impreciselyやdeRned╇やandやtheyやremainや
based on too few dates from too few 
sites. Other reviews of the evidence 
haveや alsoや hadや toやworkやwithinや veryや
broad and imprecise timescales (e.g. 
Pollardや ╄や Reynoldsや ｲｰｰｲ《╆や Whileや aや
trend may have been detected, it 
now seems more useful to set named 
phases aside and to concentrate on 
developments in terms of their abso-
luteやchronology╆やInやthisやregionやasやelse-
whereや inや centralまsouthernや England╇や
thereや isや veryや limleや monumentalityや
that can be placed before c.やｳｸｰｰやcal╆や
кл. West Kennet long barrow can now 
strongly be suggested as belonging 
to the thirty-seventh century cal. кл. 
Other potentially earlier long barrows 
inやtheやareaや〉suchやasやHorslipやandやSouthや
Street╈やAshbeeやet al╆やｱｹｷｹ《やareやdatedや
by far fewer determinations, and so 
far, their results have not been treated 
within a Bayesian statistical frame-

work╆やMillbarrow╇やonやtheやbasisやofやitsやexistingやradiocar-
bon dates, could be seen as later than West Kennet, in 
the �mid to later fourth millennium кл‒や〉Whimleやｱｹｹｴ╇や
ｴｶ《╆やOnやtheやbasisやofやtheやresultsやavailableやaWerやtheやｱｹｸｸや
excavations╇やtheやWindmillやHillやcausewayedやenclosureや
was suggested as belonging to the �middle of the 
fourth millennium кл‒や〉Ambersや╄やHousleyやｱｹｹｹ╇やｱｱｹ《╇や
and a visual (non-Bayesian) inspection of the results 
〉Ambersや╄やHousleyやｱｹｹｹ╇やRg╆やｹｹ《やwouldやbeやcompat-
ible with a period of use for the enclosure from before 
ｳｶｰｰやcal╆やклやtoやaWerやｳｴｰｰやcal╆やкл. Further results can 
beやexpectedやfromやaやnewやprogrammeやofやradiocarbonや
dating and Bayesian analysis covering causewayed 
enclosuresやinやgeneral╇やfundedやbyやEnglishやHeritageやandや
theやArtsやandやHumanitiesやResearchやCouncil╇やandやcur-
rentlyやbeingやconductedやbyやAlexやBayliss╇やFrancesやHealyや
andやAlasdairやWhimle╉やtheseやshouldやallowやusやtoやoTerやfarや
bemerやprecisionやforやWindmillやHill╇やandやtoやcompareやitや
in detail to West Kennet long barrow. The results from 
West Kennet in a real sense change everything for this 
region, and we will need to construct other detailed 
sequencesやforやindividualやsitesやandやmonumentsやifやweや
want to grasp more nuanced histories.

Someやelementsやofやsuchやhistoriesやareやalreadyやfa-
miliar, and much discussed, including an interest in 
the human dead and their arrangement, categorization 

Figure 11.やConvergenceやdataやforやtheやposteriorやdensityやestimateや】startや
primary‒やfromやtheやmodelやshownやinやFiguresやｸやandやｹ╆やEachやdotやrepresentsやaや
single sample. This is only a small section of the total sampling run but 
allows one to see whether the model is concentrating on particular parts of 
the distribution.
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andや transformation╉や theや monumentalizationや ofや theや
associatedやstructure╉やandやtheやemphasisやgivenやbyやthisや
processや toやaや speciRcやplace╆やWhatや theや resultsや forや theや
West Kennet long barrow presented here add, using 
ourやpreferredやRrstやmodel╇やisやaやsenseやofやtheやpotentialや
swiWnessや ofや change╇や theや concentrationや ofや primaryや
activity over a short period of time, and an interest 
not in timeless, generalized or anonymous forebears 
butやinやtheやdeadやofやknown╇やrememberedやandやcountableや
generations╆やThisやisやaやhistoryやwhichやbeginsやtoやspeakや
for local agency and local identity, within the structure 
of wider changes elsewhere, a relationship which we 
considerや inや theや Rnalや paperや hereや 〉Whimleや et al. this 
issue). Our sense of this narrative is becoming more 
speciRc╇やmoreやcontextualizedやandやmoreやpersonalized╇や
and it is hard not to believe that it was similar for the 
Neolithic people involved. 
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Notes

ｱ╆や ItやseemsやthatやtheやleWやfemurやamributedやtoやthisやskeletonや
byやWellsや 〉ｱｹｶｲ╇や ｸｴ《やwasやdated╇や asや thisやboneや isやnowや
missing and there is no evidence of sampling on any 
ofやtheやotherやbonesやamributedやtoやNWやI╆やAllやtheやotherや
bonesやsampledやinやｱｹｸｴやareやalsoやmissing╆や

ｲ╆や Itやshouldやbeやnotedやthatやsomeやofやtheやrunsやofやthisやmodelや
have poor convergence, with some of the distributions 
from the primary mortuary deposits falling slightly 
belowやtheやｹｵゾやthreshold╆やThisやisやbecauseやtheやestimatesや
for these dates at West Kennet are strongly bi-modally 
distributed╇やandやonやoccasionやtheやMetropolisまHastingsや
sampler is unable to determine whether the actual 
age of these samples falls in the mid-thirty-seventh 
orやmidまthirtyまsixthやcenturyやcal╆やкл.

ｳ╆や AやlaterやdateやforやtheやconstructionやofやWestやKennet╇やinや
theやmidまthirtyまsixthや centuryや cal╆や кл, is also slightly 
more probable in a model which does not allow for 
the possibility of secondary deposition but in which 
theやsequenceやofやNEやIIやandやNEやIIIやisやasやdescribedやbyや
Piggomや〉ｱｹｶｲ《╆やThisやmodelやalsoやhasやconsistentlyやpoorや
convergence and so is unstable, although an earlier 

date in the mid-thirty-seventh century cal. кл is always 
moreやprobableやthanやaやlaterやdateやinやtheやmidまthirtyまsixthや
century cal. кл.
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